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periods of months or years. Other illnesses we treat are:
movement disfunctions (backaches and knuckles), skin
(like acne), bloodstream issues, neurological issues.
www.laznenovaves.cz

SPA KOSTELEC

SPA HODONÍN
In Hodonín spa we is our healing source iodine-bromic
mineral water named Solanka. This is usually compared
to a Dead Sea water. Treatment is focused mainly on: inflammation and degenerative backbone illnesses, arthrosis
after operation and after accident treatment of backbone,
degenerative illnesses of musscles and sinews, sklerosis
multiplex, Parkinson disease, polyneuropathy, ostheoporosis, blood-vessel of acral parts, vain and lymphatic systém,
hypertensis.
www.laznehodonin.cz

LÁZNĚ LEDNICE
SPA LEDNICE
Spa house Perla in Lednice is a modern rehabilitation
centre very close to garden od Lednice Chateau. Spa offers
complex treatment and rehabilitation service thanks
to iodine-bromic mineral water effect which has a beneficial impact for movement and bloodstream system as well
as for neurological and gynecological issues and for after
burning care.
www.lednicelazne.cz

SPA OSTROŽSKÁ NOVÁ VES
Sulfur spa Ostrožská Nová Ves are using mineral sulfur
streams for a spa treatment of movement disfunctions and
skin issues especially for a psoriasis. The main aim is to
get the psoriasis under control. Due to tactical treatment
we are able to reach big improvements for a different time

Kostelec Spa were set up by austrian aristocrat family Seilern Aspang in 1742. In the 90´s decade oif the last century
the spa was reconstructed and reopened for a movement
disfunction treatment (knuckles, back, cervical spine).
Curative stream with a high content of sulfur-hydrogen
is appropriate for treatment of skin illnesses as an atopic
eczema, psoriasis or acne.
www.hotel-kostelec.cz

SPA TEPLICE NAD BEČVOU
In spa Teplice nad Bečvou, thanks to unique natural
source – mineral water rich for a carbon dioxide we help
your heart as well as blood vessels and a whole organism.
We offer early cardiorehabilitation to patietnts after cardio
surgeries. Further we also treat diseases e.g.: oncological,
metabolism issues and diabetological issues, movement
disorders or nervous systém. We are able to treat childen
from 1,5 years old.
www.ltnb.cz

SPA LUHAČOVICE
The unique curative streams put Luhačovice between the
best treatment spas in Europe for respirational and other
illnesses. Curative water help in treating of respiration,
movement disfunction, diabetes, digestive tract, bloodstream and oncological issues. Succesfully we treat childen
from 1,5 years old suffering from respiration
and lungs issues.
www.LazneLuhacovice.cz

GOLF COURSE JEZERA
The 9-hole golf course Jezera in Ostrožská Nová
Ves is part of the Golf club Uherské Hradiště.
It was founded in 2006 and it is situated near
Bílé Karpaty mountain range close to the Buchlov castle. The total length of the course from
white tees 6000 m is comparable to 18-hole
golf courses. Because of its elevation relative to
sea level and its geographical position the golf
course enjoys a particularly long season. This
beautiful golf course was designed by the architect Jiří Metela who ensured that every green is
different. There are one, two and also three level
greens.
www.gcuh.cz

GOLF COURSE KASKÁDA
The golf course Kaskáda together with the 4star
luxurious hotel of the same name is situated
15 km from the Brno centre. In this magical
valley there is a 27-hole champion golf course.
The golf course, which was built with the aim to
provide the highest quality sports grounds, enables the players to combine an eighteen out of
3 self standing nines (total length is 9655 m).
The golf course was build based on a design by
the architect Jonathan Gaunt with regard to
a good visibility around each hole, as well as
a good visibility of all obstructions.
www.golfbrno.cz

AUSTERLITZ
Golf course Slavkov is a sport and technical 18
hole course. Constituent parts are training area
and public course streight in a garden of Slavkov
chateau, Golf Hotel Austerlitz. Slavkov Chateau
is known for an important battle, Three Kings
Battle which was won by Napoleon I in 1805.
Golf course in Slavkov was designed by well
known architect studio Hans-Georg Erhardt
from Steye which i sone of the leading european
archictect studios focused on golf. Celebrities
who attended our course:Usain Bolt, Ivan Lendl,
Carl Lewis, Jim Courier.
www.agrt.cz

GOLF CLUB AT SPA KOSTELEC
Golf Club at Spa Kostelec is a 9-hole golf course
with a new driving range, 15 tees, a putting
green for practising and a chipping green with
a sand bunker. There is also an indoor golf
course which is open all year. The outdoor
course is set in the nature, respecting the native
surroundings and natural landscape. The hotel
Spa Kostelec is situated right in the centre of the
golf course, providing convenient base to the
golf club.
www.gclk.cz
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